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Fossil springs trail to toilet bowl

Hiking Fossil Creek Loop at Arizona Meandering Explorers2019-01-15T20:40:54+00:00 In my humble opinion Fossil Springs, now called Bob Bear Trail, is the best daily hike in Arizona. Bob Bear's Trail offers some things that no other hike in the USA offers! Where else in the USA you can walk to a
beautiful turquoise waterfall, multiple caves and caves, find swimming holes, cliff jump stop along beautiful springs along the way and of course... the toilet! There's so much beauty along Bob Bear's walk with stunning water and a ton of different adventures! I've seen people take this hike from lower
ratings because they should see the waterfall and that's it... I assume you never find the cave, the toilet swims in caves or springs along the way. I don't know if there's ever a day of walking on Earth with so many things to do with such unique and beautiful payments. This walk often gets confused with is
Fossil Creek, which is beautiful, but only 30 minutes walk after driving down a dirt road for an hour, so I would definitely do this if I were looking for a challenging hike with amazing rewards at the end. Attention, this walk is definitely long and strenuous, so be sure to pack food and bring plenty of water.
Don't do this walk unless you can walk 10 miles in the heat and the parks department asks you to leave your dogs at home due to heat and length. If you want some other must doto swimming and waterfall hikes near Phoenix check out my list here! Either you can see a lot of my Top 6 Sedona Things to
Do or Phoenix Best 18 Things to Do too! Be sure to come here from Strawberry, AZ as it is where you will find the walk, not via Camp Verde, where the Fossil Creek is located. Google Maps will take you to fossil springs trailhead 15 minutes from Strawberry, AZ. You must have a walking license here
from April 1st to October 1st and often weekend licenses are exhausted one month in advance. Click here for licenses. Exploring Fossil Springs is like entering a lush sky with clear green waters everywhere. As you descend the mountain overlooking the entire Green Valley, you'll notice the red rock on
the way with an amazing red bush with red fruits covering the sides. When you reach the valley floor, you'll wander through thick vines and trees that eventually take you to the beautiful Fossil Fountains. Fossil Springs on the Bob Bear Trail in ArizonaFossil Springs surprises visitors with its turquoise
waters, large waterfall, exploitable underwater cave, toilet swirl and unbeatable views. It is on a nine mile hike through the Bob Bear Trail that is challenging with wonderful landscapes. I'll share experience making the incredible nine-mile journey to the iconic Fossil Springs. You'll want to remember this
Here's what you'll learn about in this guide: How to reserve a permission for Bob Bear TrailheadBob Bear Bear = Fossil SpringsWaterfall WalkTrip to Fossil Springs Tip/Tricks for #TheJoyClubThe Permit: If you want to explore Fossil Springs, you need to hike the Bob Bear Trail. After researching Fossil
Springs, Bob Bear Trailhead is the only trailhead that will take you to the actual waterfall itself. Permits are required for Bob Bear Trailhead that can be booked here. Typically, licenses are booked one month in advance, with weekends going first. Licenses are not required from March 2-31. Recreation.gov
is where you need to buy your license from. They are a booking platform and you can create a login to leave the reviews. Book and purchase your Fossil Springs license here at the Bob Bear Trailhead.You need to bring at least 2 printable copies of the license as one goes on your windshield and one
needs to be transported with you all the time. It says on their website that only one car per permission. There are signs all over the parking lot and starting 1/2 mile of track with warnings telling you to put your license in your car. While I was there, the car parked earlier before I had an orange ticket glued
to the side for not having a license. Directions: Parking at 'Fossil Springs Trail Head Parking'The Bob Bear Trailhead is accessed via Fossil Creek Rd from strawberry town. Type 'Fossil Springs Trailhead' into Google Maps to find the correct location. It must be at Pine NOT Camp Green. You'll pass
through the towns of Pine and Strawberry if you arrive on your way to Payson. Whether you're coming from Winslow or Camp Green, you'll enter strawberry without crossing Pine. Navigation sign for Bob Bear Trailhead on Fossil Creek RoadYou'll pass through many rural farmhouses on Fossil Creek Rd.
and eventually crash into a dirt road. This dirt road is ok for 2x4 vehicles and does not require a 4x4. Look for signs pointing to Bob Bear Trailhead. You will do a right at the intersection of the dirt road. Passing some equestrian parking stations on the left, turn to the parking lot to pick up a spot on the trail.
Remember to put your license directly on the dashboard of your car to avoid being fined. Lacy and friends registering at the bob bear trailhead parking lot. Before you begin this walk, your preparation is essential to your success. This is not an easy walk, but a rewarding one! Recreation.Gov make the
following disclaimer: There is no water and little shade available for the first 3.75 miles of the trail. Summer temperatures regularly exceed 100 degrees F. Cell phone coverage is not reliable. Visitors should come prepared for a full day, with plenty of food and water (at least one gallon per person is
recommended), sturdy shoes (no slippers!) and good shape Every year, unprepared visitors need to rescue this trail, risking the lives of themselves and rescuers. You will notice that the first 1/2 mile is is of warning signs posted about the dangers of what might happen if you don't walk to Fossil Springs
prepared. Children won't be able to do that or most dogs. If you take your dog, be sure to bring dog shoes to the sharp stones on the bottom half of the trail and lots of snacks/water for your dog. Don't be a statistic! Get ready with water and good shoes. If you're not a good swimmer, don't go in the water
without a life jacket. The current is challenging even for me that I consider a strong swimmer and really sucks you to the side near the waterfall. Wildjoy takes no responsibility for you getting hurt in this adventure. When starting with the Bob Bear Trail, enjoy panoramic views overlooking the valley. Before
heading for the trip, you can look at the autumn/winter or spring/summer trails to see the general direction you'll be going as you make your way down the 1,500-foot descent. There are many other trails like the flume trail that connect to the waterfall from a 20-mile round-trip hike. The view from the
beginning of the walk will surprise you with the red rock in the mountains. The girls posing in the view of the Bob Bear Trailhead. Stop at the end view overlooking the valley that shows you! Look for a tree stump that you can stand to appear floating over the valley. Keep coming down looking at the red
branches of the bushes with the scarlet berries against the red floor. This part of the walk doesn't provide much shade, so be sure to really take advantage of the occasional tree to take a few minutes to rest. Suddenly, on your left, you will see an open space with shadow and a good-looking object
randomly placed. This is the halfway point! Take five minutes to eat a snack, drink some water and rest. The second half of the walk is the rough and steep part of the climb, so you'll want to conserve your energy. Point halfway into the Bob Bear Trailhead when you hit the old pit with the Pro-tip metal top:
Bring some toilet paper and a plastic bag in your backpack in case you need to use the bathroom. PACK EVERYTHING IN the bag and discreetly put it in your bag. In this next part of the walk, you'll see the landscape becoming more covered in red rock and like a meadow. Be sure to stop every little bit
and drink more water. You're going down until you get to a riverbed. When we visited, it was completely dry and we went to the left of the riverbed, which was not the right way. If you make the correct walk, you will want to cross the dry river bed or river to the other side and look for the side indicating the
Dam vs. spring. Head towards the dam. After about 1/2 mile of the 'Dam Trail', you will approach the waterfall from above walk to the beauty that is Fossil Springs. Be cautious, because sometimes it's slippery. You've reached Fossil Springs! What's next? When you first arrive at Fossil Springs, you're to
notice a lot of amazing things to go check out. You can start by putting your things on the rock by looking at the pool and deciding where to explore first! To capture the iconic photo in front of Fossil Springs, you just need to get into the waist of the deep water and stay about 3 meters from the great edge
of the rock. While you're here, you need to explore these places in Fossil Springs: The Toilet Bowl WhirlpoolMermaid Grotto Swimmable Cave La Croix Underwater Cave Fossil CreekToilet Bowl WhirlpoolFossil Springs is home to incredible discoveries like the Whirlpool Toilet Bowl. This whirlwind is
unique in that he spits directly into the pool below him if someone jumps in There was a tree and a rope that encouraged the jumpers, but no more. Toilet Bowl has a crystalline warning nailed to the rock So as not to jump, as you may hit your head and/or drown. Don't be a statistic! If you were looking
directly at the waterfall, the Toilet is immediately right. If you want to approach the waterfall from the same angle i captured these photos, you will need to cross the river. Be careful! See if you can identify any fish or frogs. The Whirlpool Toilet Bowl in Fossil Springs at The Cave Unborn Bob Bear
TrailMermaid If you are interested in swimming near the waterfall in Fossil Springs, you need to check out the Mermaid Cave That is hidden on the left side of the waterfall. It is on the opposite side of the waterfall than the Whirlpool Toilet Bowl. As you try to get to the cave, I'd jump off the walls while the
current pushes you hard. You can see in my picture below how Dani and I were swimming towards the cave. Dani and I swimming at Fossil Springs Waterfall in ArizonaAs you enter the grotto, you can see fish and there is even a comfortable place to rest and sit against. Enjoy while watching people
swimming in the distance or on the cliff jumping right in front of you. Swimming around the Mermaid Cave's Durable Cave in the Fossil SpringsLa Croix Underwater Cave If you're interested in venturing further down the path, head back to the top of the mountain and head down to the lower creek area.
You will find an opening in the creek where you can spot a large cave waiting to be explored. It's called La Croix Cave because the water is bubbling so much through the stream, it looks like you're swimming in La Croix.See the goldfish while you can rest on the edge to the back of the cave. You're out
there, but be careful, because the current is strong here. This is the secret code wildjoy - iykyk. Exploring underwater at La Croix Cave in Fossil Springs To wrap up the adventure, sway out of the creek and enjoy the absolute serenity that is the Green Valley. You can enter the water or find a tree to sit for
a session This would be a great time to pick up any trash you see and pack it in your making this place better for the person after you. Wandering around Fossil Creek near Fossil Springs on the Bob Bear TrailheadOn the way back up, I would highly recommend stopping in the shade and resting. It's quite
challenging, but remember, you can do difficult things! Fight the pain and go back up those six miles, even if it sucks! Tips/Tricks To make this the best trip for you, Please pack: At least 1 gallon of waterSare sapatosturdy hiking shoes and a fresh pair of socks for post-
swimmingSunscreen/Hat/Sunglasses2 plastic bags to pick up trash and store your wet socksSnacks/Lunch (I love RX bars, trail mix, dried meat and good ole gum bears)Stay safe and let me know in @wildjoyexperiences DM or hello@wildjoy.com if you have any questions about Fossil Springs and your
adventure. xx- Lacy Lacy
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